Movie in the Venue
All Movies begin at Noon

A Monster Calls
FRIDAY, October 20
A boy befriends a wise tree
monster while coping with
bullying and his mother's
terminal illness. He moves
in with his grandmother as
his mom's condition
deteriorates, and uses his
imagination and friendship
with the monster to escape reality.
Rated PG-13. 108 minutes.

The Great Wall
FRIDAY, November 17
Western mercenaries
and Chinese warriors
join forces to battle a
supernatural menace
that's attacking the
Great Wall.
Rated PG-13,
103 minutes.

Casablanca
Thursday, December 21
1944 Best Picture is a tale of
wartime intrigue, romance,
blackmail, black-marketeers
and heroism in North Africa.
One of the most beloved
American films, this captivating wartime adventure of
romance and intrigue defies standard categorization. Simply put, it is the story of Rick Blaine
(Humphrey Bogart), a world-weary exfreedom fighter who runs a nightclub in Casablanca during the early part of WWII. Despite
pressure from the local authorities, Rick's café
has become a haven for refugees looking to
purchase illicit letters of transit which will allow them to escape to America. One day, he is
approached by the famed rebel Victor Laszlo
and his wife, Ilsa, Rick's true love who deserted him when the Nazis invaded Paris. She still
wants Victor to escape to America, but now
that she's renewed her love for Rick, she
wants to stay behind in Casablanca. "You must
do the thinking for both of us," she says to
Rick. He does, and his plan brings the story to
its satisfyingly logical, if not entirely happy,
conclusion. Not Rated, 102 minutes.

Bring your lunch
Snacks provided
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Casablanca
Thursday, December 21
1944 Best Picture is a tale of
wartime intrigue, romance,
blackmail, black-marketeers
and heroism in North Africa.
One of the most beloved American films, this captivating wartime adventure of romance and
intrigue defies standard categorization. Simply put, it is the
story of Rick Blaine (Humphrey Bogart), a worldweary ex-freedom fighter who runs a nightclub in
Casablanca during the early part of WWII. Despite
pressure from the local authorities, Rick's café has
become a haven for refugees looking to purchase
illicit letters of transit which will allow them to escape to America. One day, he is approached by the
famed rebel Victor Laszlo and his wife, Ilsa, Rick's
true love who deserted him when the Nazis invaded Paris. She still wants Victor to escape to America, but now that she's renewed her love for Rick,
she wants to stay behind in Casablanca. "You must
do the thinking for both of us," she says to Rick. He
does, and his plan brings the story to its satisfyingly logical, if not entirely happy, conclusion. Not
Rated, 102 minute

Bring your lunch
Snacks provided

